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Millions of pensioners forced to take on debt to cope with
food and energy bills

A meagre state pension increase will leave pensioners £215 worse off this year

By

Jessica Beard

29 January 2022 • 5:00am
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Millions of pensioners have been forced to take on debt or cut back on spending,

as the cost of living crisis bites and the state pension loses value.

The Government’s controversial suspension of the “triple lock” will mean that

more than 12 million pensioners will lose spending power this April when it fails

to keep up with inflation. Retirees will be among the hardest hit after inflation

jumped to a 30-year high of 5.4pc last month.

Two in five pensions said they would consider taking on debt to manage the rising

cost of living. Nine million, nearly half of over-65s, said they would have to heat

their homes less, according to Age UK, the charity.

One in four said they would have to choose between heating their home and the

food they buy if energy bills increased substantially. Gas and electricity prices

could increase by more than £700 to as much as £2,000, according to Martin

Young, an energy analyst at Investec, an investment bank.

Pensioners face some of the highest energy bills in the country, as they spend a

greater proportion of their incomes on heating their homes. The Government has

been under mounting pressure to intervene and alleviate the burden for

households, but has yet to announce any support measures.

Caroline Abrahams, of Age UK, urged the Government to stop “dragging its feet”

as the energy crisis deepened. “The rapid rise in the cost of living is causing a

huge amount of anxiety among older people, plunging increasing numbers into

dire financial straits,” she said.
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Older women will struggle the most as price rises bite, as 81pc said they were

worried about being able to afford the growing expenses, compared with 68pc of

men. Women are also more likely to rely on the state pension to cover the cost of

essentials.

The state pension is the cornerstone of retirement income for most and many will

struggle to cope with such enormous price rises. The Government broke a party

manifesto pledge to suspend the earning link of the “triple lock”, by which the

state pension is increased each year. As such, the benefit will only increase by

3.1pc in April.

At its current level, inflation will wipe £215 off pensioners’ yearly state pension

income, which would amount to more than £5,000 by the time they reached age

85.
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Stephen Brooker

7 HRS AGO

What people always forget is that the state pension has always been there to pay BASIC living costs.....council
tax on an average home, home and contents insurance, gas, water, electric, basic telecoms and food with a little
left for clothes, contingencies and social activities.
If you do the maths it is ample to cover the above, with other benefits available such as housing benefit for
those in need.
However, if you want to run a car, smoke, drink or spend half your life on cruise ships - that is what private and
occupational pensions are for.
The number of feckless individuals, who spend every penny on trivialities, and run up irresponsible debt, rather
than take responsibility for their own future always astound me.
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4 HRS AGO

John Roberts

Reply to Stephen Brooker

Agree that there are people that prefer to live now than save for their retirement and I don't like those that
moan that they have only a basic pension in retirement when they have been wasteful in their working lives.
However, there are a lot of people who simply don't have the ability or opportunity to either live well now or
save for their retirement.
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Nigel Nelson

Reply to Stephen Brooker

You, clearly have no idea at all. The State Pension is rising by 3.1% when rampant inflation is running at closer to
5% - YOU do the maths.
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CHRIS BALDERSTON

8 HRS AGO

All I can say is that there have been a lot of people who haven't thought about retirement and thought the state
pension would be sufficient. I have a friend who worked till he was 70 because he never saved for a pension and
thought the state pension would be enogh. Now aged 80 he has taken out equity release on his house. Me
sitting here aged 62 and retired, 2 small company pensions pay the food bills, investements pay the other bills
and good living. State pension when I get to 66 will be just money in the bank to enjoy as got another company
pension to pay out aged 65 with a nice 35% tax free lump. Don't feclking moan if you didn't think about yer old
age when you were working !!
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Frank Palmer
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7 HRS AGO

Reply to

Plus the rising costs of everything caused by unnecessary lockdowns and a fanatical ‘net zero’ green policy.
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Nigel Nelson
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37 MIN AGO

Reply to CHRIS BALDERSTON

According to DWP figures, there are 23,000 Pensioners living in the UK who receive less than £20 per week - the
average received by that cohort of pensioners? Just £5.65 a week. Please explain to me how that covers even
the BASIC costs.
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Gary Halstead

9 HRS AGO

I've just had my utilities bill and a reminder my fixed rate deal is due to end in April, at which point the best deal
they can currently offer me means that the £80 pcm I now pay will rise to £196.20pcm.
I don't know about other pensioners, but for me on a fixed income, finding an extra £1394.40 a year along with
all the other increases is going yo cause me and my wife significant hardship - eat or heat is not just a
throwaway line, it's a reality.
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JNL Redleaf

Reply to Gary Halstead

Thank you Gary. There are the facts for those who are scoffing. I suspect what goes around comes around for
the smugsters, and at some stage they too may experience the distressing and inescapable pinch of a limited
income.
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Nigel Nelson

Reply to Gary Halstead

I can totally empathise with your situation. There are nearly half a million pensioners living in predominantly
Commonwealth countries who NEVER receive an increase to their State Pension, Retire to the US and your
pension is indexed - retire next door to Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you would like to help these
pensioners get Pension parity, please copy and paste this into your browser, and sign this petition. Can you
please ask your mates to as well? Thank you.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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Huw williams

9 HRS AGO

The treatment of the elderly by this government is a disgrace. they should be ashamed of themselves.
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8 HRS AGO

Reply to Huw williams

They are not capable of feeling shame (as we are more and more finding out).
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Nigel Nelson
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16 MIN AGO

Reply to Huw williams

I agree. There are nearly half a million pensioners living in predominantly Commonwealth countries who NEVER
receive an increase to their State Pension, Retire to the US and your pension is indexed - retire next door to
Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you would like to help these pensioners get Pension parity, please
copy and paste this into your browser, and sign this petition. Can you please ask your mates to as well? Thank
you.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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Anthony Bargain

10 HRS AGO

The UK was once energy independent just like the United States, Russia, China and most of the Middle East. But
then Boris Johnson banned all new UK oil and gas exploration. And the result is skyrocketing energy prices for
UK voters. And impoverished (and very cold) pensioners.
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Joe Hillary
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10 HRS AGO

Actually I’m still working at 76 as a window cleaner,admittedly less hours than I used to. It appears these days
that many people want to retire at 60 without a thought on how they are going to manage financially.
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Reply to Joe Hillary

You might be right about some, but increasingly you will find business or job loss, age discrimination in the
workforce, and ill health are factors behind impoverished old age.
Congratulations on being a sprightly and healthy young chap who can still scamper up those ladders at 76!
Some of it might be due to your hereditary strength and health factors, and good on you for making use of
these.
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15 MIN AGO

Nigel Nelson

Reply to Joe Hillary

I agree. There are nearly half a million pensioners living in predominantly Commonwealth countries who NEVER
receive an increase to their State Pension, Retire to the US and your pension is indexed - retire next door to
Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you would like to help these pensioners get Pension parity, please
copy and paste this into your browser, and sign this petition. Can you please ask your mates to as well? Thank
you.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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michael oflaherty

10 HRS AGO

Don’t vote Tory at the next election they presided over the triple lock lie whilst dishing out freebie stamp duty
and £40 billion a year tax relief on private pensions , made it miserable for underpaid women pensioners and try
to make it as difficult as possible to claim your pension … disgusting
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Frank Palmer

7 HRS AGO

Reply to michael oflaherty

I can’t vote for a Conservative party because there isn’t one.
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Nigel Nelson

14 MIN AGO

Reply to michael oflaherty

I agree. There are nearly half a million pensioners living in predominantly Commonwealth countries who NEVER
receive an increase to their State Pension, Retire to the US and your pension is indexed - retire next door to
Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you would like to help these pensioners get Pension parity, please
copy and paste this into your browser, and sign this petition. Can you please ask your mates to as well? Thank
you.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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10 HRS AGO

Simon Silve

Remember over 65s are the richest cohort in the UK. Not all are rich mind, but younger folks therefore by
definition are in the poorer cohorts, whom are about to be hit with NICs increases, probably have rent or
increasingly expensive mortgages to pay. Where are the click bait stories on these groups Ms Beard?
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michael oflaherty
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Reply to Simon Silve

Get a job then and work hard … pensioners are not at all rich 2/5 ths are in poverty … try to educate yourself
before posting your bigoted opinions
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Michael Callaghan
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Reply to Simon Silve

What a load of bs. So being over 65 makes you rich. Young working people have more money to spend then any
other group. Why do you think so much is aimed at that group.
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Nigel Nelson

12 MIN AGO

Reply to Simon Silve

You could say the same about the nearly half a million pensioners who live in predominantly Commonwealth
countries who NEVER receive an increase to their State Pension, Retire to the US and your pension is indexed retire next door to Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you would like to help these pensioners get
Pension parity, please copy and paste this into your browser, and sign this petition. Can you please ask your
mates to as well? Thank you.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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Nigel Nelson

11 MIN AGO

Reply to michael oflaherty

Absolutely! There are nearly half a million pensioners living in predominantly Commonwealth countries who
NEVER receive an increase to their State Pension, Many of them are WASPI's at that.
Retire to the US and your pension is indexed - retire next door to Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you
would like to help these pensioners get Pension parity, please copy and paste this into your browser, and sign
this petition. Can you please ask your mates to as well? Thank you.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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Sue Spencer

11 HRS AGO

Could the writer please make up her mind as to whether this has already happened (as in the introduction) or
whether it is projected to happen in the future (as in the rest of the article?) Who is editing this piffle? Why am I
(a pensioner) having my intelligence insulted by paying to read it?
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MR Clyde
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12 HRS AGO

This article is disingenuous to say the least. The claim that the triple lock has been suspended is not entirely
accurate, the income element of the triple lock (which would have been around 8% because of covid
distortions) has been suspended. So the pension is going up, iaw a double lock, by the rate of inflation (as
recorded to date Sept 21). It is not until well into the article that the author actually confirms this fact! Yes, by
April 22 inflation will be running ahead at around 5% and the lag will create a shortfall until pensions catch up.
But hey-ho why let the truth get in the way of creating click-bait for the ignorant.
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5 MIN AGO

Reply to MR Clyde

It is TRUE that the Triple Lock has been suspended. Government officials admit it. so, if next year, the inflation
rate is, say 7%, then will the Government choose to suspend this element of the Triple lock and revert to wage
increase (which should have normalised by then) or the 2.5%? Whichever way you look at it, the Government
has broken one of its key manifesto promises. They are going to have to work extremely hard to regain the
confidence of one of the Tory Party's key age demographic. Have you ever heard of the story of trying to push
water up a hill?
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Edward Arthur

12 HRS AGO

And how much are ILLEGAL immigrants costing in luxury hotel bills? It's a matter of priorities!
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Night Owl

11 HRS AGO

Reply to Night Owl
And
I also think the continued arrival on our beaches of these mostly economic migrants suits the Remainer

elements in our judiciary and politicians
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Michael Callaghan

10 HRS AGO

Reply to Edward Arthur

The last time I saw the figure it was 2.6 billion for the hotel bills. That was of course 60,000 less free loaders
then here today
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Nigel Nelson

Reply to Edward Arthur

....and clearly pensioners are not one of the Government's key priorities....in fact even the No. 10's cat has a
higher priority than pensioners. Did you know that there are nearly half a million pensioners living in
predominantly Commonwealth countries who NEVER receive an increase to their State Pension?
Retire to the US and your pension is indexed - retire next door to Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you
would like to help these pensioners get Pension parity, please copy and paste this link below into your browser,
and sign this petition. Can you please ask your mates to as well? Thank you.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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Judith Wilson

13 HRS AGO

It appears that the Treasury is OK with sanctioning furlough payments to bogus companies but decides that
OAPs are receiving too much in State Pensions ; given that the Chancellor knows little of attempting to exist on
a fixed income!
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Reply to Judith Wilson

Not with a billionaire wife.
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Nigel Nelson

1 MIN AGO

Reply to Judith Wilson

....and he should GO NOW.
Did you know that there are nearly half a million pensioners living in predominantly Commonwealth countries
who NEVER receive an increase to their State Pension?
Retire to the US and your pension is indexed - retire next door to Canada and it isn't. How can that be fair? If you
would like to help these pensioners get Pension parity, please copy and paste this link into your browser, and
sign this petition. Can you please ask your mates to as well? Thank you.

https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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13 HRS AGO

andrew townshend

Pensioners, myself included are baby boomers, the opportunities have been out there for all of us, many
grasped these opportunities and worked hard, others sat on the side lines whinging and took the easy lazy route
in life, their problem and their fault.
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Michael Callaghan

10 HRS AGO

Reply to Edward Finnemore

Grow up. The options for private pensions were not known has much as today. And from what I see the only
ones crying are the lazy long term unemployed and the countless single mothers.
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Reply to Edward Finnemore

This comment is meant as a parody, right?
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Peter Wookey

13 HRS AGO

Nobody is forced to take on debt to pay for essentials. The truth is that some choose to in order to avoid giving
up things they would rather not give up but could.
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Anthony Box

13 HRS AGO

State pension, deduct council tax at 50% of gross, deduct further 20% income tax. Thank goodness for company
pension or I and my family would be on the streets.
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13 HRS AGO

The official inflation figures are a hoot, same as 'average earnings'.
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that man
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14 HRS AGO

‘The Government’s controversial suspension of the “triple lock”...’
Not controversial —just a blatant betrayal of a clear manifesto pledge.
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Michael Callaghan

10 HRS AGO

Reply to Edward Finnemore

Maybe your parents who also more then likely fall under your name calling tag of Boomers should of just gone to
the pictures and not produced a fool like you. You must be very pleased with yourself calling your own parents
names
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Reply to Michael Callaghan

That man has got form. Under a previous article he posted that today’s elderly (“boomers”) are the most “selfish,
grasping…[more indulging epithets] …in the whole history of mankind”. He must be centuries old himself if he is
acquainted with the whole history of the human race.
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W Stevens

14 HRS AGO

You cannot plan to retire on a State Pension.
You cannot always rely on your Company Pension to be as much as you need - Annuity Rates can fall and fall
even further.
You need to plan ahead
1)Own your own home
2) Mortgage free & Debt Free (No CC balances, No PCPs taking £400/month etc etc) before retirement day
3) Even better is to have a "Rainy Day Fund" of at least 1 or 2 years income
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Frank Palmer

11 HRS AGO

Reply to W Stevens

For those who can afford those things. A number of people on low salaries are, in T May’s words (though she did
nothing about it) “just about managing”. Some, like I was, were forced to give up a paid career to look after a
housebound family member. I am sick of this attitude that if anyone is poor in their old age it is their own fault.
Such attitudes should have gone out with Scrooge. This government has spiffed money away and has needlessly
trashed the economy. So go for the pensioners. They are an easy target. The huge sums wasted on fraudulent
furlough payments were of no interest to those who rule.
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Reply to W Stevens

No TV on HP, No furniture on interest free credit over 4 years. No netflix and sky sports saves you at least £50 a

month as do you really need it. No loans or as you say PCP or leases on cars. which most households have.
overpay your mortage so it is paid off in less than 20 years, then put money aside in an ISA to save for that
retirement
REPLY
LIKE 0day. Not rocket science but it is to a lot of people. Not to the likes of you and me.
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15 HRS AGO

JNL Redleaf

"Fraud in government is rampant. Public estimates sit at just under £30bn a year. There is a complete lack of
focus on the cost to society, or indeed the taxpayer" - Lord Agnew of Oulton, who last week resigned as Minister
for efficiency and transportation.
What drove him to finally quit in disgust and exasperation was the staggering scale of fraud in loans and support
we enabled in the name of covid relief.
Those criticising this article should do their homework and pick better targets. Just from my own observations
and anecdotally I know of retired people who are terrified at the impact on their lives of the increased energy
bills
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Frank Palmer

Reply to JNL Redleaf

And the response you get from some down here almost amounts to “are there no workhouses? Are there no
prisons”. I think you know the next bit of that quotation….. But I would update it with “Are there no Liverpool
‘care’ Pathways ?
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Stefano Blaze

15 HRS AGO

The Invisible Man aka Sir Kneel Starmer should be screaming from the rooftops the injustice of the triple lock
betrayal and pending prescription charges instead of concentrating on tedious distractions like Party gate.
Remember Kneel, by getting rid of The Clown you'll be doing the nation and Conservative party a favour and
render your party even more unelectable, if that's possible.
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Terence ONeill

15 HRS AGO

Ah the land of milk and honey as promised in 2016 !!
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Chris Reece

15 HRS AGO

Since we have swapped a functional economy for a Ponzi housing scheme let us remember who sits at the top
of that Ponzi scheme. The over 60's may have lower income but do they really expect to find sympathy outside
of the Telegraph.
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13 HRS AGO

Reply to Chris Reece

Zzz
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16 HRS AGO

M Wheeler

No substance to this article. Just screaming statements. Jessica Beard should try harder…
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stuart elliott

Reply to M Wheeler

Agree totally, this is just yet another example of sensationalist third rate journalism we have to endure from all
sides of the media these days.
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16 HRS AGO

david james

im sure a lot will die whilst dinghy divers get welcomed in 5 star hotels, 15 billion goes in overseas aid and we've
sent millions in military aid to a country most have never heard of
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jase perry

15 HRS AGO

Reply to david james

Could be worth trying to claim asylum against your own government! I'm sure human rights lawyers could spin it
in the pensioner's favour. A nice winter in a hotel with 3-4 meals a day and no worries about heating costs will
do nicely.
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Lawrence Brown

18 HRS AGO

Pensioners will slide down into the pit of poverty at an even faster rate with the abolition of the triple lock,as it
never actually kept up with inflation. If only Starmer were as concerned with this as he is with ramping up covid
measures in excess of what the government has decreed.
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Reply to Lawrence Brown

Agreed. It's as if the opposition has been presented with an open goal which they appear completely unable to

see ! Is it that Labour conclude that most pensioners vote Conservative or, in their well paid, pensioned and
insulated "bubble" they just don't care ? Either way, they're missing a trick.
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Frank Seymour

18 HRS AGO

The state will always support those in genuine need
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Michael Callaghan

10 HRS AGO

Reply to Frank Seymour

Only if they show up on a rubber boat.
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Nigel Nelson

Reply to Frank Seymour

There are 500,000 UK pensioners living in predominantly Commonwealth countries who NEVER get an increase
to their State Pension, even though they have have the same number of National Insurance contributions retire to the US, and your State Pension is indexed. Retire to Canada and it isn't - where is the fairness in that?
If you think these pensioners should get the same State Pension, please sign this petition:
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/601821/
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Geraldine Taylor

18 HRS AGO

Someone please help us. Poverty is real.
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Edward Finnemore

11 HRS AGO

Reply to Wade Hampton

In which case they could boost their retirement income they can generate by retiring later. Money doesn't grow
on trees Wade. If you don't have enough to afford the income level you desire act like a grown up not like a
bawling toddler without the capacity to determine their own future.
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JNL Redleaf

8 HRS AGO

Reply to Edward Finnemore
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Hahaha. Tell that to those kicked to the kerb by age discrimination in the job market or unable to work
indefinitely because of ill health.
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